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How one couple radically changed their lives to enjoy more freedom and debt-free living in a zero-How one couple radically changed their lives to enjoy more freedom and debt-free living in a zero-

compromise, custom-built small house.compromise, custom-built small house.

Eager for a lifestyle change and curious about the hype around tiny houses, Brian and Chelsea decided to explore the

financial feasibility and physical constraints to leaving their big house behind and transitioning to tiny living. With

an unconventional family—two humans, two dogs, a parrot and a piano—they eliminated tiny as an option but went

on to explore building a smart design, energy-efficient small house.

From 1500 square feet to less than 500From 1500 square feet to less than 500, they take us on a journey that starts with the sale of nearly everything they

own in Connecticut and ends with them beginning the excavation in New Mexico for the for the ideal small home

building pad. Part memoir, part how-to, their story shares what they learned about downsizing, buying land, getting

ready to build a small house and much more. Planning to build the house themselves, they cover a lot of research

territory, including: 
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Small house designdesign

Customizing simple, small house floor planssmall house floor plans to suit their needs and multiple pets

How they downsizeddownsized and sold most of their belongings

Questions to ask when purchasing landpurchasing land to build your small house

BudgetingBudgeting and saving money

Building without debtwithout debt or a mortgage

The hidden costs in developing raw landcosts in developing raw land for small house living

In their pursuit for more freedom and adventure, they move cross country and embark on a journey to build the

perfect small house. This book is the first in a two-part series and presents a third alternative in the battle between

big traditional houses and tiny trailer homes: The customized, small house on a foundation.The customized, small house on a foundation.
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